På chooses Xledger as their new
business system
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På is a consulting company that uses its own model pm³ to deliver organisational development and efficiency with
a focus on internal business, portfolio and investment management and governance. As part of their company
development, På decided that they wanted a real cloud-based business system and consequently conducted a
thorough evaluation of all the systems currently available on the market. They have now chosen Xledger to
manage all finance and business operations.
Johan Fransson, Managing Director at På, talks about their reasons for choosing Xledger:
“We were looking for a cloud-based business system that would allow us to gain access to our information
wherever we wanted and on whatever device we had available. We wanted a service orientated solution that
would integrate with our current operations without us having to make too many adjustments. We recently
decided to outsource part of our financial services to Xledger’s partner Ekonomikompetens. This meant that one
important factor in our choice of business system was that the system would be quick and easy to introduce and
not demand a lot of administrative resources.”
Olle Carlenarson, sales manager at Xledger says:
“We see that more and more companies request a system that is easily accessible. In a project based work
setting the employees are often working outside of the office and companies don’t want this to restrict their
access. Xledger offers full access whenever and wherever it is needed.”

På offers consulting, training and products based on their proprietary management model pm³ (På Maintenance
Management Model). Pm³ is currently the most used management model in Sweden and it can be utilised by all
organisations regardless of trade. To learn more see their website: www.pm3.se

Xledger is a cloud-based business system for small and medium-size companies. Xledger was founded by Jarle
Sky, one of the entrepreneurs behind Agresso, and has over 3500 clients. The company has been operating for
the last 10 years in Norway and set up the operation in Sweden in 2009. See our website for more information:
www.xledger.se
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